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Find your path to total well-being!
8 Tips To Make Working From Home Work For You
Never before have workers telecommuted on such a broad scale. Millions of people are
trying to work from home — if they can, of course. Life Kit wants to help WFH work for you,
especially if you're doing so for the first time.
Here are some pro-tips for working remotely, possibly for an extended period of time.
1. Get your technology in order. Technology is what
enables remote work in the first place.

So make sure to take your laptop home, and don't forget your
charger. Also, take home your mouse and keyboard — anything
that might make working on your laptop from home a little
easier.
If you don't have a work laptop and you'll be spending a long
time remote, ask if your supervisor wants you to take your
desktop computer home. If you don't drive and it's too much to
carry on public transport, ask your employer if you can expense a
taxi or rideshare.
Then there's the software. Make sure you have the right
applications. Lots of remote workers are leaning heavily on Slack,
Microsoft Teams, Skype, Zoom or GoToMeeting. Iron out what
your team is planning to use ASAP.
Of course, you'll want to make sure all your technology actually works from home. Do you need a secure
line? Are those applications accessible from your home Wi-Fi? Do you need a security key to log in? These
are all questions to ask your supervisor or IT department.

2. Make sure you have bandwidth.

Another thing? Internet access — is yours robust enough at home to allow you to video conference? Many
conferences and almost all nonessential work travel are being canceled right now, so people want to use
online video conferencing, which requires a good Internet connection.
If your bandwidth is low and you're on a video call, try shutting down other programs to lighten the load on
your connection. If your connection is really choppy, you can often shut off the video portion of a call and
participate with audio only, which defeats the purpose of seeing your team but will still allow you to
participate in the conversation. Another Internet hog? Kids. If your connection is not robust, set some
ground rules about when kids can't be online because mom is on a conference call, or stagger your video
meetings with your partner or other family members if possible.
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3. The kids are alright — but they're home too.

With school closures and concerns about putting kids in day care, as well as staffing those places up,
parents are faced with a challenge, especially parents who have to physically go to work because they have
no remote work option.
If you are working from home with kids in tow, you'll need to make a plan for education and entertainment.
Stock up on books and puzzles. Also, it's OK to use streaming services (Common Sense Media has good
recommendations for kid-appropriate content).
One note on play dates, though, since school closures are designed to limit contact among kids. Our Life Kit
parenting hosts, Anya Kamenetz and Cory Turner, reported on managing parenting in the time of
coronavirus, and cite this advice from Maria Litvinova, a scholar who has published several papers on school
closures in epidemics:
"If the school is closed for a certain amount of time, even if it's long and difficult for parents to organize the
care, it's important that they do not regroup children again because the effect of the school closure will be
much less."
Families across the country are getting very creative with virtual play dates using video chat as well as
platforms like Roblox, which allows kids to chat while playing a video game together.
Also, be flexible about how much work you might realistically be able to get done if you're balancing child
care. #WorkLifeBalance. Just not the kind you were hoping for.

4. Manage expectations.

It's wise to have a discussion with your boss about what can actually be accomplished from home. Ask your
manager what the priorities are, and discuss how tasks will get done.
How are teams going to track projects they're working on? How will they meet to discuss this? Will you all
be connecting on Slack or email? Will there be standing meetings at a certain time to get everyone coordinated?
This should be an ongoing conversation. Remember, going fully remote is a new experience for many
companies and their workers. Be honest about what isn't working or can't get done in these circumstances.
More overall communication is going to be necessary.

5. Know thyself (and thy WFH weaknesses).

If you're distractible, get ready for work every morning like you are going to physically go into work. Dress
up, do your hair — whatever you'd normally do. This puts you in a professional mindset.
It's hard to draw a sharp distinction between home and office when you're at home. But to the extent possible, create a space at home that looks and feels like your office to you.
If you're the type of person who never takes a break at home, set a timer to take time for lunch, and turn off
your work. Or go for a walk. If you don't change your venue at some point during the day and take a
breather, it can make the claustrophobia worse. Try to maintain normal work hours, and shut things down
when you would normally leave the office.
Try to appreciate the benefits that do come with remote work. You're not commuting. You're able to make
your own lunch and save money doing so. You have more control over your schedule and more time with
family. Focus on whatever positives you can find.
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6. Embrace the webcam.

Conference calls are tough — there are time delays, not
knowing who's talking because you can't see the
person, people getting interrupted on accident.
Webcams can solve a number of these issues: the sense
of isolation and that confusion.
"To be able to see the person you're talking to I think is
important," says Matthew Hollingsworth, who heads
operations at Tiny Boards, a company that has several
job boards for remote work.
And also, he says, because we miss cues when we aren't
working together in person, make doubly sure all
colleagues understand their marching orders.
"I tend to overcommunicate, and I think that's a good
default setting," he says. Don't be afraid to ask, "Is this clear?"
You can even try repeating back what you heard the other person say, to make sure you interpreted the
person's meaning correctly.

7. Stay connected.

One undeniable loss is the social, casual "water cooler" conversation that connects us to people — if you're
not used to that loss, full-time remote work can feel isolating.
To fill the gap, some co-workers are scheduling online social time to have conversations with no agenda.
Use Slack chats and things like that if you miss real-time interaction.
Again, embrace video calling and webcams so you can see your colleagues. Try an icebreaker over your
team chat: What's everyone's favorite TV show right now? What's one good thing that someone read that
day?

8. Do what you can; discuss when you can't.

Before the spread of the coronavirus, roughly half of American workers were doing at least some telework.
But about a third of American workers cannot work remotely — fast-food and factory workers, people who
are stocking the shelves in grocery stores and warehouses, nurses and doctors on the front lines of health
care. They can't work from home.
So the best thing is to ask your manager or human resources department. If you cannot do your work
remotely and you cannot come to work, what is the compensation? Or if you can work, what are the precautions they've prepared for you?

Source: https://www.npr.org/2020/03/15/815549926/8-tips-to-make-working-from-home-work-for-you
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CHORIZO
B R E A K FA S T B O W L S
429 Calories | PREP TIME: 15 mins | COOK TIME: 1 hour | YIELD: 4 SERVINGS
COURSE: Breakfast, Brunch, Meal Prep CUISINE: Mexican

INGREDIENTS

Start your day off right with

For the potatoes:
12 (1 lb) baby gold or red potatoes, quartered
3 teaspoons olive oil
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
fresh black pepper, to taste
For the bowls:
olive oil spray
1-1/3 cups cooked turkey chorizo, heated through
8 large eggs
kosher salt
2 tbsp crumbled Mexican cheese, queso blanco,
queso fresco
4 ounces sliced avocado, from 1 small haas
cilantro or scallions, for garnish
Cholula hot sauce, for serving

Nutrition Information

Serving: 1 bowl, Calories: 429 kcal, Carbohydrates: 23g, Protein: 31g,
Fat: 24g, Saturated Fat: 7g, Cholesterol: 428mg, Sodium: 656mg,
Fiber: 5g, Sugar: 1.5g.

Source: Skinnytaste.com

these healthy Turkey Chorizo
Breakfast Bowls – perfect for
making ahead if you need a
fast and easy breakfast on
the go!

TIP: You can make the chorizo

and potatoes ahead, then cook
up some eggs in the morning
and breakfast is ready!
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INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS

1.) Preheat the oven to 425F. Spray a 9 x 12 or large oval casserole dish with oil.
2.) Add the potatoes, 1 tablespoon oil, 3/4 teaspoon salt, garlic powder and
black pepper and toss.
3.) Bake until tender, tossing every 15 minutes, about 45 to 55 minutes.
4.) Meanwhile, heat a large nonstick skillet over medium-low heat, spray with oil and cook
the eggs in batches sunny-side up, until the whites are just set, about 2 to 3 minutes for
a runny yolk, or longer if a firm yolk is desired.
5.) To serve, divide the potatoes in 4 bowls, top each with 1/3 cup chorizo, 2 fried eggs,
crumbled cheese, 1 ounce avocado and garnish with scallions or cilantro.
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FEATURED EXERCISE
FLAT BELLY FASTER: SPIDERMAN PLANKS
Spiderman planks are a great way to tighten your ab muscles really quickly. Spending a bunch of
time in the plank position forces your ab muscles to work really hard and stay flexed for a long
time. This increases your stamina and metabolism and will
make your belly become more naturally flat at it’s resting
position.

FIT TIP

If you want to burn extra
calories, improve your
balance and strengthen
your muscles, add this
exercise to your warm
up routine or to a
core workout.

Source: thegoddesss.com

https://thegoddess.com/best-workouts-for-tight-tummy/4/
Regular exercise can help you control your weight, reduce
your risk of heart disease, and strengthen your bones and
muscles. But if it’s been awhile since you’ve exercised and you
have health issues or concerns, it’s a good idea to talk to your
doctor before starting a new exercise routine.
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